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The NON· VON machine (portions ot which are presently under construction in the Department of Computer 

Science at. Columbia., in cooperation with ~he Knowledge Base MlUlagement SystelIlS Project a.t Stanford) waa 

designed to apply comput~onal parallelis~ on a rather :na.ssive scale to a large share or the information 

processing functions now performed by digit.al computers. The NON· VON architecture compr~ a tree

structured Primary Processing Subsystem (PPS), ..... hich we are implementing 'Jsing CUSUlm nMOS VLSI chips, 

:md a Secondary Pl'oces~ing Subsystem (SPS) incorpon~ing modified. b.ighly intelligenL dWe cfri-.es. ~ON

VON should permit particularly dramatic performance improvemenu in very large seale dat.a manipul:!.tion 

~b. including relat.ional database operations and external sorting. Thi, paper includes a. bricl overview o{ 

the ~ON· VON project and ~ more detailed dise~lon oi t.he structure a.nd function or lhe PPS unit :md it.s 

coo~tituent procosiug elemenu. 

Tbi3 research was !Juppor~d ill part by the De1t!!J1Je .Advanced Re:5elll'ch Project" Agency UDder contract 
NOOO39-80-G-0132. 



1. Introduction 

The past decade ha.s seen gT'1!at progress in the development of powerful tools for the management of large 

and complex database. Most evident, perhaps, is the tremendous influence of the rc!ationai model of data 

[Codd, 1971], whose grear. promise lies in it.! potential ror insulating those who mwr. a.dminister and use ,he 

databa.se from the peculiarities of it.! pbysical structure, focusing their attention instead on the underlying 

logical cOlUtructs defined by the problem at hand. 

With this framework has come a number of nigh-level linguistic tools for the definition. organization. 

manipulation and retrieval of data. A common theme evident in the design of many !Uch languages has 

~n the incorporation of mechan~aa supporting the nonprocedural specification of data manipulation and 

query task!. In particular. a wide range of languages based on the relational and predicate calculi [Codd, 

1972; Galla.ire, et ai •. 1978; Shaw, 19801 have ~n introduced that allow the U3er to indicate wba' databa.se 

operations an desired while minimuing the requirement for an explicit speemcation of bow these operations 

~ to be performed. Applying techniques borrowed from the field of Artificial Intelligence, some ~esearchers 

(Wiederhold, et ai., [19811; Shaw, [19801) ha.ve begun to cOlUtruct sys~ capable of communicating in an 

even more ~uman-li.ke· manner, making reference to domain-5pecilic entities and relatiolUhips in the "real 

world". 

In view of the rapid progress during the pa.st decade in the development of powerful high-level tools for 

man~g large, complex databases, the extent to which these tool.s have ~ applied in practice I:s quite 

disappointing. While a certain period of time rowt of course be allowed for the transfer of any technological 

3.dvance Crom the research laboratory to it.! intended sites oj :l.pplication in the public or private secr.ors, there 

~ reason to believe that the dilI'~on of contemporary database management technology ha.s been severely 

retarded Cor more particular reasons. Specifically, the very limited actual penetration to da&e of relational 

~stems into the indwtrial, commercial and military dar.a processing arena.s seems co be attributable in large 

part r.o ,he rather serioU3 time inefficiencies which characterile the performance of most currently operational 

~stems. 

Recently, a great deal of commonality ha.s become apparent among the meet time-consuming operatiolU 

involved in a. surprisingly large number of superficially disparate computational 3pproaches to high-level 

database management. Although these operations have been rormulated in dilTcrent ways by different re

searchers. their essentiai characteristics are captured by the'diillcult" operators of ~he relational algebra 

defined by Codd [19721. Among these operations are the set theoretic operators union, Lncersection, :md see 

difference, the relational operators equi-join and projection. and several other operations derivable from thee 

five. Ahhough ,he best se<\uential algorithms known for these operations are still quite inefficient on 3. '{on 

~eumann machine. particularly in the ca.se of very large databases. we believe it possible to design alternative 

machine architectures supporting the highly efficient parallel execution of each oi these relational algebraic 

operations. along with a number of other operations of practical im portance, including larg~scale external 

sorting. It is this belief which motivated the design of the NO N- VO N databa.se machine. 
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Figure 2.1. Orga.nila~on of the NON· VON Machine 

2. Overnew of the NON-VON Al-ehiteeture 

The theoretical baa~ for the NON· YON architecture was developed in the co~e of a doctoral research 

project a.t Stanford [Shaw, 19791. along with a mathematical analy,~ of the' attainable time complexity o( 

the equi·join and projection operators on such a machine. The architecture waa shown to permit an O(logn) 

improvement in efficiency over the U3ual evaluation methods employed on a conventional computer system. 

without the use of redundant storage, and U3ing currently available and potentially competitive technology. In 

many ca.scs of practical import, the proposed architecture was also found to permit a significant improvement 

(by a factor roughly proportional to the capacity of the Primary Processing Subsystem. described shortly) over 

the performance of prevloU3ly implemented or proposed database machine architecturell based on :lSSOciative 

storage devicell. 

Subsequently [Shaw, 1980301. algorithms for evaluating the selection, restriction. union. intersection and set 

difference operators (each with comparable or more favorable performance improvemen~) were also described, 

and the key procedure on which the architecture i3 based was contraated with a. related. but in this application. 

inferior method based on an asaociative sorting technique described earlier in the literature. More recently, 

we have b«n studying several highly efficient, linear eJCl)eCted time algorithms for external sorting on the 

NON·YON machine. 

The proposed machine involvell a Secondary Processing Su~ys'em (SPS) based on a bank oi intelligent 

rotating storage devicell :lJld designed to provide very high access and processing bandwidth, along with 

a smalier, but faster Primary Proce:J.Sing Subsystem (PPS), again utililing a high degree of p:uallelism, in 

which the operatiolU in question may be very quickly evaluated. The top-level organizOl.tion of the :-fON· YON 

machine i3 illustrated in figure 2.1. 

Transfer between the two devices is based on a procedure called hash partitioning, which is performed 

entirely in hardware by logic a.s8Cciated with the individual disk heads. and whlch divides the argument 

relations into key d~jojnt buckc~ suitable for 4internal" evaluation. Details of the SPS architecture, along 



with a description and analysis of the hash partitioning ~gorithm, have been present;ed el5ewhere [Shaw, 

1980a!; in this p~r, we will focus on the structure and function of the PPS unit, which is being implement;ed 

using custom nMOS VLSI circuit.!. 

3. Organization of the Prim.ary Pl'oc:cuing Subayltem 

The PPS unit functioIl-' M the site of what we call internal evaluation of the relational algebraic and other 

operatioIl-' performed by NON-VON. Borrowing irom the terminology of sorting, we use the term "internal" 

to distinguish chat case in which the oper:1Jld data is small enough (or can be broken into smail enough pieces) 

to fit entirely within the primary storage device-in our ca.se, the intelligent PPS unit; ~external" evaluation 

refers ro the ca.se where the data exceeds the capa.city of the PPS, and must be selectively partitioned and 

transferred from SPS to PPS. 

For purposes of this cilscussion, the PPS may be thought of M composed of a large nuinber of very simple 

procesaing elements (PE's}-on the order of several thousand, if a full-5cale prototype were to be built U3ing 

1981 technology, and perhaps a hundred thousand during that period during which NON-VON-like machines 

wouid in fact be targeted for practical use--interconnected to form a. complete binary tree. With the exception 

of minor differences in the "leaf nodes", each PE i! laid out identically, and compruses: 

1. a single common data bU3, 

2. a very simple (and arca-efficient) one-bit-wide ALU for local flag manipulation, ' 

3. an intelligent memory I comparntor unit containing 32 bytes of local random-access 
3torage and capable of arithmetic compariso05 between values derived from the bus 
and from specified memory locatio05, :1Jld 

4. 1/0 logic for local commUnication with the parent and (except for "leaf" PE's) two 
children, and for global data tra05fers, using the tr~9tructured inter-PE bWl 00 a. 
dedicated, "broadca5t" basis, M explained in the next section. 

The ~p-Ievel structure of a single PE is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

By contrast. with .. conventional microproces"or, no finite-state control logic is incorporated within the 

constituent PE's. Inst;ead, a single programmable logic array (PLA) associar.ed with each chip services all 

PE's on that chip, as described below. 

The PPS will be !mplemented largely using two custom-designed VLSI chips, which we call the PPS 

Bottom Chip and PPS Middle Chip. I3ot.om Chips will each contain a subtree of the fuil rps trce, and 

will thua embody 2" - 1 constituent PE's [or some /r; depending on device dimeIl5ions. Rough preliminary 

estimat.es bMed OQ 2.5 micron design rules ,uggest that a. value of k = 3, corresponding to 7 PE's per Bottom 

Crup, might be feasible for our initial prototype. Within a single Bottom Chip, che PE's wiU be configured 

according to a'hyper-H" embedding of the binary tree [Browning, 19i8!, as illustr:ued in Figure 3.2. 

I3ec:luse of its axed 1/0 bandwidth requirement, independent oi the size of the embedded subtree, the 

rC:llil3.ble c:lp:lcity of the PPS I3ottom Chip will increase quacir:ltically with inverse changes in minimum 

feature width, thus permitting dramatic increases in the computational power of ~he NON-VON PPS unit 

as device dimensions ate scaled downward with continuing :1dvances in VLSI technology. (During the target 
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Figure 3.1. Components of a Singie Proc~ing Element 

time frame for a production version oC a NON-VON-like maehine, a. k: value of 7 or 8, corr~ponding to several 

hundred proe~ing elements per PPS llottom Chip, seems ie3!lible). 

The PPS Middle Chip, on the other hand, will embed 2'" - 1 "internal nodes" oi the PPS tree (where 

m is a coo.a~t det.ennined by pinout limitations, and independent of device dimensions), serving to combine 

2,..-1 subtr~, embedded either in separate Bottom Chips or (recursively) in lower-level subtr~ rooted in 

ocher Middle Chips, into J. single complete binary subtree. Becau.se the number of processors per middle chip 

will be cOD:l'rllined by pinout limitations, and not by minimum feature width, the capacity of the PPS middle 

chips will ao' benefit from the effects of scaling a:s will the bottom chips. Tbis (pro~bly unavoidable) [/0 

bandwidth limitation, however, will result in only a. sm:l.ll, constant W:l.St.e factor; the tree-structured intra.

and inter-chip interconnection topology of the NON-VON Primary Processing Subsystem is in fact extremely 

well suited to the effects of future downward scali.ng. 

4. FUIlctioD of the Primary Proeessing Subsystem 

The NO N-YO N PPS instruction set W3!I designed to ~upport a number oi oper:l.tions involving 3.Sl!ociative 

retrieval, logical manipulation of local (to the individual PE's) Gags. and a number of incidental functions 

(input and output, For e:tample). While a clliCUMion of :l.1I the!e runctions is not within the scope oc' thi:! 
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Figure 3.2. Structure of ~he PPS Bot~m Chip 

extended absLract, the ewo fundamental aasociative operations e.'t"eeuted by the PPS hardware arc of sufficient 

importance in the implementaLion of database management applications to merit special a.ttention here. 

In the conten of the present <fuc:ussion. these a.saociative operations are probably best described in 

relational terms. intuitively. a. relation may be thought of as a. table. with ~he row! referred :0 as tuple3, and 

"ile columns cailed attribu~. The relation shown below, for example. expr~es a part.-whole relatiol1.!hip 

between airplanes and their (hypothetical) constituent parts. 

PRODUCT I PART 

DC-IO I wbeel 

DC-IO J 
engine-mount 

DC-J I oxygen· mask 

DC-lO I :Jxygen-mask 

DC·IO I radio 
I 

in periorming :l.SSOciative operatio!l3, the NON- VON PPS unit functions as a. reb.tively fa.sL, but ine.'Cpen

sive contcnr.-addres.s:lble memory, and may be Lhought of as permitting the opera.tion of relational selection 

[Codd, 1072! to be carried out in a short, fixed amount of time, independent of the sile of the argument 
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relation. GiveJl a partial matcb criterion-that is, a sec of attribute/value pairs that must be satisfied. by any 

"matching" tuple-NON- VON is capable of either 

L as.soeiative marJcin~ Simultaneously setting a flag bit in all PE's associated (in a 
manner to be expUcated shortly) with a matching tuple, or 

2. as.socia£ive enumeration: Reading successive matching tuples out of the PPS unit 
(and into the control module) irredundantly, with each new tuple produced in a small, 
fixed amount of time. 

Before enmjning the exact maruler in which tuples are stored and selectively retrieved in the PPS, it 

will prove in3tructive to consider a simpler (non-VLSI-bll3ed) asaoc.iative device proposed by Lee (19621 whose 

operation ~ closely related to the associative meehan~ms employed in NON-VON. Lee's "djstribuced logic" 

memory ~ b~ on a large, linear string of identical cells, each embodying a small amount (all the order of 

a byte) oC storage, a Cew single-bit flap, and a modest amount of logic. Each cell ~ connected to (and ca.n 

access the aap or) it.3 immediate right and left neighbors; in addition, all cells are atuched to a common 

broadc:l.3c bU3. 

Lee's device is capable of retrieving character strings on a content-addressable bas~ in time proportionai 

to the length oC the pattern string, but independent of the t.otal storage capacity of the device. To illW5trate 

h.U algorithm Cor associacive parallel sr.ring matching, we assume each string to be stored in a contiguoW5 

sequence of cell", beginning with a distinguished delimiter symbol. To retrieve all string! heginning with, 

$&Y, the ~uence "SA", a command is first LssUed (over the common communicatin channel) in3tructing all 

cells containing a delimiter symbol to set their fl~ bits (independently, and in parallel). Next, a command 

is broadcast which ins~ructs any cell whose leftmost neighbor has its flag bit set eo ~urn off ~hat neighbor's 

flag, but to set its own aag if its own storage byte contains an "S". During the third step, the mat~h B.ag 

propagate.! another step to the right in all string! whose next character is a.n "A"; the ma.tching string5 are 

then e~ily identified. 

It ~ not dillicult to see how th~ asaociative string matching algorithm (or a distributed logic memory 

ca.n be extended eo handle attribute! and tuples, thU! providing for a rapid parallel implementation oi 

reiationa! seledion. There are at least two respeets, however, in which Lee's approach is unsui~able for che 

implementation in VLSI of a practical Primary Proeesaing Subsystem. 

1. Direet broadca"ting over a 3impie. single-Ievcl bus strucLul'e eo a very large (and as 
device dime!l.3iorul continue their downward trend. rapidly increasing) number oi cells 
~, for reasons related t.o capacitive ioadiDg, impractically inefficient in a. technology 
such all nMOS. 

2. Although simple by comparison wtt.h a. conventional microprocessor, the necessary 
matching, communication and control logic embodied within each ceil would occupy 
considerably more area than the byte or so oi local storage we ha.ve a.3!umed in our 
deseription of Lee's distributed logic memory dcvice. 

The NON- VON PPS design addresses the firs~ concern by utilhing a. single, hierarchically ol"5anilcd wter

PE d:J.ta path to effect both the common broadca.st and adjacent neighbor communication functions required 



for contiguo~ propagation-ba:sed para.llel ~;J.tching. The broadc:J.St function is supported by interpolating 

simple level-restoring inverter logic at each level in the tree. yielding a. uighly eilicient structure for driving 

la.rge capacitive loads. By choosing an appropriate order in which to sequentially enumerate the aodes of 

the PPS tree (two such schemes are now Ullder :oll3ideration. and will be disclUSed in the final pa~r) and 

including the necesaary I/O concrollogic within each PE, the same binary tree-scructured data path may also 

be used for efficient communiclltion between logically adjacent neighbors. 

The second problem with a straightforward adoption oi Lee', architecture for implementation in '1lLSI 

is solved in ~ON-VON by "amorciling-? Lhe cost (in chip uea) of each PE's logic over a larger amount of 

local storage. Specifically, each PE embodied in the PPS Bottom and Middle Chips includes a full 32 bytes of 

random-accesa storage_ ~ociated with each local memory is a simple, area-efficient, byte-wide compara.tor 

module capable or testing for either equality or one of the five ocher arithmetic relations (7*, <, >, ~, and 

~) and of retaining the intermediate results necessary to sequentially perform a V"llriable-length compari:lon 

between the stored and pattern values_ 

For simplicity, we may aMume (at least in the context of this paper) that a given PE will store at most 

one tuple_ The conve~, however, is not the case: a single tuple, or even a single attribute ~ue, could well 

exceed the capacity of one PE (there being no restriction on the length of either), and might in general be 

shared among several logically adjacent PE's. While the detaiU are somewhat more complex, propagation 

among logically contiguo~ PE's in such ca.ses is effeeted in a manner quite similar to the analogo~ process 

in Lee's hypothetical distributed logic device. (DetaiU of this proc~s will be included in the final paper.) 

It is expcted that. the time required for an associative mar1cing operation will be quite doee to that. 

necessary to simply input the partial match specification through the broadcast tree, one byte at a time_ 

After some consideration. it may be seen that no significant time cost ill a.ssociated with our amoreilation of 

the comparator logic over a larger local memory when I/O and local processing times are well matched. It i3 

only the problem of wasted capacity when the tuples are much smaller th:w the local store which prevents our 

amortilmg the PE logic over a.n even larger amount of R.A.."L In short, the NON-VON PPS architecture olTers 

the possibility or performing 3550Ciative matching operatioQs extremely rapidly-in ract. at a pace limited 

largely by the 3peed at which the partial match. specification it:.aelI can be input. Through the exploita.tion of 

contemporary a.pproaches to VLSI system architecture. along with the careful balancing of storage capacity 

against distributed intelligence, we hope to bring the cost of PPS stora.ge to within a smail COll.5tant multiple 

of the price of an equivalent amount of ordinary random :.ccess memory implemented u:sing comparlloie 

technology. 

In addition to the above discuS!ion of associative matching, our final paper will brieiiy outline algorithms 

ror 

1. associative enumeration 

2. multiple match r~lution 

3. sorting 

4. certain arithmetic and :!tatisticru calculations 
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in ordcr to convey a feeling for the kinds of operations for which the NON-VON architecture ~hould prove 

;veil suited. 
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